Best Gaming Earbuds 2018 – Gamers Rejoice!

Whether it be Xbox, Play Station or your PC sound does matter a lot. Can you imagine watching
your favorite movie without sounds and effects? This is how important sound is and then comes
the sound quality to give you an amazing experience. People research and invest a lot in buying
gaming earbuds for great sound and effects. There are, in fact, a lot of amazing gaming earbuds
out there that it gets difficult to decide which one to pick.

We will provide you with the latest information regarding the top gaming earbuds to gratify your
needs. One cannot manage to keep their hand on ears to knock out the intruding sound in the
environment to have the ultimate gaming experience. Before getting to the list of earbuds we
want to discuss what you must consider when looking for gaming earbuds. As far as you have
these things in mind you will end up with a good deal. The following are the things to consider
when picking gaming earbuds.

Stereo or the surrounding sound: this works by allocating a separate speaker to each of the
audio channels so that the sound has more than one direction. But it ends up compromising the
quality of sound. This system works very well in cinemas but for pea-sized earbuds the end
result gets affected. For that, you may opt a stereo headset for the best sound quality. The
surrounding sound will get compromised but still, the audio quality will be amazing.

Connection: your connection type depends upon the gaming platform you use. Generally,
gaming earbuds have a 0.35mm connection. Few gaming platforms use USB or Bluetooth. Make
sure of your gaming platform connection.

Weight: mostly gaming earbuds are very light-weight and do not vary a lot among other
earbuds. But if you are a serious gamer who uses earbuds a lot then even a little difference is
significant.

Gaming earbuds are also a solution to many gaming problems like needing a lot of money to buy
a whole sound system, not disturbing your neighbors, etc. below is the list of gaming earbuds
that you can consider and have a great time gaming.

1.

KLIM Fusion Gaming Earbuds:

Weight: 0.71 ounces

The KLIM Fusion Gaming Earbuds are a product of one of the leading earphones and headset
companies across Europe. The ear buds are made with memory foam tips so your comfort is not
compromised. They mold perfectly to the shape of your with amazing sound quality.

These earbuds come with 4 sets of earbuds replacements and a double jack cable for ease its use
with a computer. Starting with a price of $20 these do not hit your pocket hard.

2.

Cogogo Gaming Headsets with Detachable Mic:

Weight: 1.92 ounces

These earbuds also come with varied sizes of earbuds to your comfort. Their unique
characteristic is their high-end silicon material and a design that prevents them from dropping off
your ears. These have a detachable mic which lets you get heard. Starting at a price of $20 you
will get a just-right design that suits your needs.

3.

E-3lue Wired Gaming Earphones with Detachable Mic:

Weight: 1.4 ounces

What makes these earbuds different is their double microphones to pick up the sound. You do
not have to compromise being heard on the cost of amazing audio. These are also very light in
weight and come with variable ear-cap sizes to ensure your comfort.
These earbuds come with a flattering design like some hi-tech device in a sci-fi movie. These
have a noise-canceling stereo and a detachable mic which ensure you are heard. The price starts
from $20 which is a good deal for the features offered.

4.

ROCCAT SYVA In-Ear Gaming Headset:

Weight: 0.176 ounces

To start off the list, the ROCCAT SYVA is an impressive set that suits well whether you want to
have amazing gaming experience or listen to music. These are also not hard on your pocket
starting from $15 but can be found at an even better price on Amazon.

These earbuds have a built-in mic with the stylish ribbon-wire. Also, these earbuds do have a low
price but you will still get an amazing headset. It has a beautiful black and blue color scheme,
tangle resistance cord.

The black and blue color scheme gives these headphones a sleek, stylish look; while the tangleresistant cord and sleek design make these a great on the go set to carry around in your pocket.
These earbuds are ridiculously low in weight so these won’t hurt your ears. Despite their low
weight they have in them a heavy-hitting bass with clear audio to give you high-fi gaming
experience.

5.

ActionPie VJJB-V1S:

Weight: 0.529 ounces

The best thing about these earbuds is that they have 7 variable sized tips options so that you can
choose one that you are comfortable with. Besides, you also have the option of choosing to wear
these traditionally over your head. This way you can personalize your earbuds for an amazing
experience with comfort for your ears.

Generally, people use these earbuds for music but they can give you a high quality of audio
while playing your favorite games.

These earbuds are quite affordable as well with a starting price of $20 you will gain value for
every penny you spend. Additionally, these earbuds have a beautiful design and color contrast to
appeal to your eyes.

